22 N. park Ave. RVC,

Drafts

New York,

HAPPY HOUR Monday-Friday 12pm-7pm
-

At bar only!

NEW! Grimm Artisan Ales Frou Frou (NY): Frou Frou is a juicy, draft-only delight
featuring the fruitiest hop in the game: Australian Galaxy. Oh you fancy, huh?7.1% abv
10oz $10
NEW! Goose Island Sofie (IL): Fermented with wild yeasts and aged in wine barrels with
orange peel, Sofie is a tart, dry, sparkling ale. A subtle, spicy white pepper note, a hint of
citrus from the orange peel and a creamy vanilla finish make this an intriguing choice for
Champagne drinkers and beer drinkers alike 6.5% abv 13oz $9
NEW! Harpoon Flannel Friday (MA): There are subtle but unmistakable signs...The first
hint of a chili in the air. The first few leaves that start to turn. The first day at the brewery
when everyone shows up in flannel. That announces the arrival of Fall.5.7% abv 16oz $7
Pipeworks Lizard King Pale Ale (IL): This American Pale Ale is fresh as they come and
only being poured at select bars in Chicago. Brewed with Mosaic and Amarillo hops, Lizard
King will be the perfect way to start (or end) your day. 6% abv 16oz $8
Goose Island Four Star Pils (IL): This golden-hued dry hopped pilsner has a light, fresh
body and clean finish. Bright, refreshing carbonation mingles with German and
American hops to give this pilsner a unique Goose Island spin. 5.1% abv 16oz $7
Barrier Money (Oceanside): Fantastic West coast style IPA from our neighbors in
Oceanside. Crisp, refreshing hoppy citrus bomb that is sure to please all. Enjoy the finest of
local beers! 7.5% abv 13oz $8 On Deck: Sloop hops in the valley
Avery White Rascal (CO): One of our favorites in the style! A truly authentic Belgian
style wheat or "white" ale, this Rascal is unfiltered and cleverly spiced with coriander and
Curacao orange peel producing a refreshingly classic ale. 5.6% abv 16oz
$7
New Belgium / De Koninck Flowering Citrus (CO): This Lips of Faith collaboration with
De Koninck Brewery is a delightful burst of citrus and flowers, keeping pace with
commotion of summer. Sit back and enjoy the pop of key lime and whole lemons; breath in
the fragrance of hibiscus, rose petals and strawberry-tinged Mistral hops; toast to life’s
pleasant surprises. Soak in the summer scene with a Flowering Citrus Ale. 7.4% abv 13oz
$8
Finch Secret Stache Stout (IL): A bold American stout. The specialty ingredients, vanilla
bean and lactose, lend to its complexity and full flavor. While no actual chocolate was used
to brew this beer, heaps of chocolate malt give the beer its color as well as its chocolate and
coffee notes. 5.3% abv 16oz $8
Long Ireland Double India Pale Ale (Riverhead): One of the most underrated Double Ipas
available today. This West coast inspired citrus bomb is a great example of a fantastic
local beer. Try one today and make sure you stop by the brewery on your next trip out to
the vineyards! 10.5% abv 13oz $8 On Deck: Troegs Nimble Giant DIPA
Hofbrau Summer Pils (GER): Classic German Pilsner! Its refreshing, bitter flavor and
alcoholic content of around 5.1% volume have made it famous worldwide. A Munich beer
with character. 5% abv 16oz $7
Sail Away Cold Brewed Nitro Coffee (Huntington): An intensely caffeinated cold brew
that is poured through our nitro system to give the coffee a smooth, creamy body. Ask
about our coffee cocktails or enjoy it by itself. 10oz $5
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BOTTLES

NEW! Cigar City Apple Pie Cider (FL): Aroma of fresh apple pie. Taste is just
like! an apple pie with cinnamon, pie crust and nutmeg.12oz can 5.5% abv $6
NEW! Kelso Nut Brown Lager (Brooklyn): Lager made with German malts, and
hopped with English German and American hops. The result is a beer with a
nutty/malty/spicy body and crisp finish. 5.75% abv 12oz Can $6
Lagunitas 12th of Never (CA): Lagunitas first ever can release! Tropically
Hoppy. Light, yet Full-Bodied. Bright and Citrusy. The magical, mystical 12th
of Never is a blend of Old and New School hops that play bright citrus, rich
coconut, and papaya-esque flavors. 5.5% abv 12oz $6
Southern Tier PumKing (NY): STRONG ALE! Move aside ordinary pumpkin
beers, the King is back. An amazing Imperial pumpkin from Upstate NY that is
sought after by many a beer aficionado. 12oz. 9% abv $9
New Belgium Heavy Melon (CO): Delicious new fruit beer from Colorado. With a
splash of fresh watermelon and a touch of lime, this beer will have you screaming
for an encore. 5% abv 12oz $6
Bells Two Hearted Ale (MI): India Pale Ale style well suited for Hemingwayesque trips to the Upper Peninsula. American malts and enormous hop additions
give this beer a crisp finish and incredible floral hop aroma. 12oz.can 7% abv $7
Maui Big Swell IPA (HI): Big Swell IPA is a fresh handcrafted India Pale Ale
brewed with huge amounts of American hops and malted barley...dry hopped to
perfection! 6.2% abv 12oz can $6
Small Town Brewery Not your Fathers Root Beer (WI): Simply put, amazing
adult root beer! Great refreshing drink! 12 oz 5.9% abv $7
Make it a Float! +$3
Angry Orchard Crisp Apple (MA): This crisp cider mixes the sweetness of the
apples with a subtle dryness for a balanced cider taste 12oz. 5.6% abv $6
Weihenstephaner Vitus (GE): Best beer in world! Light-colored, single-bock wheat
for both beer lovers and the connoisseur. 16oz. 7.7% abv $10
Sierra Nevada Pale Ale (CA): One of the beers responsible for the craft beer
explosion. This is THE classic American pale ale 12oz. 5.5% abv $6
Delirium Tremens (Belgium): STRONG BEER! The unique taste results from
the use of 3 different yeasts. 11.2oz 8.5% abv $12
Brooklyn Local 1 (Bklyn): STRONG BEER! Belgian-inspired strong golden
pale ale. Bottle re-fermentation gives complex flavors. 25oz. 9% abv $18
Arrogant Bastard Ale (CA): An aggressive beer. It’s quite doubtful you have the
sophistication to appreciate an ale of this quality. 22oz 7.2% abv $14

